The relationship between structure and function applies just as much to cells as it does to their constituent molecules; the particular shape of a cell and the contacts it makes with neighboring cells is integral to its physiological role. The most prominent example of this is seen in neurons, which take on myriad shapes and elaborate complex processes to make specific connections with synaptic partners. Genetic studies have described the roles of many cell-surface molecules in establishing mature cell morphology. Some of the downstream regulators of the cytoskeleton, the ultimate effectors of cell motility and morphogenesis, have also been identified. The outstanding challenge is synthesizing a detailed mechanistic model of how a particular cell-surface molecule instructs the cytoskeleton to undertake a specific remodeling program. One of the obstacles to meeting this challenge is the lack of a system for combining observations from in vivo and biochemical studies. Two new studies in this issue of Cell, Chen et al. (2014) and Chia et al. (2014) , report the discovery and in vivo validation of a direct connection between cell-surface transmembrane molecules and the actin cytoskeleton. This new link could motivate the development of new approaches to the mechanistic study of cell morphogenesis. Chen et al. (2014) report the identification and characterization of a short peptide motif in protocadherin 10 (PCDH10)-a single-pass transmembrane protein-that mediates the binding of the WAVE regulatory complex (WRC).
The WRC is a large, five subunit complex that includes the Arp2/3 complex activator WAVE (Pollitt and Insall, 2009 ). The association of WAVE with its partners in the WRC keeps it inactive toward the Arp2/3 complex; this inhibition can be overcome by a number of ligands, the best characterized of which are the small GTPase Rac and acidic phospholipids (Chen et al., 2010; Oikawa et al., 2004) . When activated by the disinhibited WRC, the Arp2/3 complex nucleates the force-generating branched actin networks that underlie many motile processes. In a biochemical tour de force, the authors define the residue requirements of the new WRC ligand peptide, which they termed the WRC interacting receptor sequence (WIRS), describe the interaction surface by cocrystallizing the WIRS with the WRC, and demonstrate the specificity of the direct interaction in tissue. Through a bioinformatic search for other proteins that contain the WIRS, more than 100 putative WRC ligands are identified, most of them within the cytoplasmic domains of cellsurface molecules. From this large list of candidates, the authors tested the cytoplasmic tails of 18 cell-surface molecules for direct binding to the WRC and verified the specific interaction in 13 cases. A subtle but significant finding is the differential effect of WIRS containing proteins on the activity of the WRC toward the Arp2/3 complex: among the eight ligands that were studied, some are found to be inhibitory, others act as coactivators with Rac, and some have no effect. The discovery and thorough initial characterization of WIRS establishes a new and direct link between the cell surface and the cytoskeleton (Figure 1 ) and invites a fresh look at the regulation of cell motility and morphogenesis in vivo.
The first step in this direction is taken by Chia et al. (2014) , who show that WIRS-dependent recruitment of the WRC to the synaptic adhesion molecule SYG-1 is necessary for coordinated axon branching and local synapse formation in the hermaphrodite-specific neuron (HSN) of C. elegans (Shen and Bargmann, 2003) . In previous work, SYG-1 and its binding partner SYG-2 (Shen et al., 2004) have been shown to be required to specify the location of HSN synapses onto the vulval muscles. Noting that axon branches frequently flank this synaptic region, the authors investigated the possible link between synapse formation and axon branching. Through a series of elegant genetic experiments, they establish that SYG-1-dependent local actin polymerization precedes both synapse formation and axon branching. The biological insights from analyzing this system rest on the depth of knowledge of HSN development and highlight the value of investing focused attention on the study of specific cell types in vivo. Distinct features of the local actin structure led to the WRC, which is found to be a necessary component of the pathway. The authors note that the cytoplasmic tail of SYG-1 has a putative WIRS motif and then show that it mediates a direct interaction with the WRC. This biochemical finding is followed by structure-function studies in vivo, confirming the relevance of the Cell 156, January 16, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 13 WIRS-WRC interaction in HSN development.
The importance of the discovery of WIRS and the first demonstration of its in vivo role in the context of a defined cell-surface molecule draws on two key features: first, the WIRS provides a direct physical link from the cell surface to the actin nucleation machinery, and second, this sequence is found in many cell-surface receptors regulating motility and morphogenesis. The WIRS presents an exciting opportunity to merge biochemical and biophysical approaches in the study of cell-surface molecules with genetic analysis. For example, the activities of such proteins could be explored in actin-based motility assays (Loisel et al., 1999) , which would enable researchers to assay the effects of receptor concentration and clustering, of coreceptors, and of other regulators of the WRC on actin network structure and dynamics. These approaches can be complemented by genetic interaction screens, for instance in the SYG-1 pathway in C. elegans and other receptor pathways, to identify additional pathway components. How these genetically defined regulators function can, in turn, be tested in biochemical assays. The large number of putative WIRS-containing cytoplasmic tails and their differential effects on WRC activity may allow researchers to uncover how diverse receptors acting through a common regulatory complex give rise to outputs in vivo characteristic of different cell types. Together, these complementary approaches may bring us closer to understanding how extracellular signals are translated into changes in cell shape. 
WIRS Connects Transmembrane Proteins to the Cytoskeleton
Different membrane proteins can bind through a sequence, the WIRS on the cytoplasmic domain to the WRC (blue). This interaction, in conjunction with Rac binding, could regulate the activity of the WRC toward the Arp2/3 complex by acting as a scaffold to assemble accessory proteins, as a direct coactivator, or as an inhibitor until other conditions are met. Arp2/3, in turn, nucleates actin polymerization to form branched actin structures leading to changes in cell motility and cell shape. Activation could result from membrane recruitment (1), ligand binding (2), or through disinhibition by coreceptor binding (3) or receptor clustering (4).
